
ECFA Calorimetry / Muon session summary!

!
Six sessions covering:!

•  FCAL: !5 presentations!

•  ECAL: !6 presentations!
•  AHCAL: !6 presentations!
•  DHCAL:  3 presentations�

One joint session with Tracking group covering 
MPGD R&D!

•  Muons: !1 presentation!
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Beam Calorimeter for ILC 

• Tungsten absorber 
• Diamond sensor 
• Readout plane/air gap  

1 𝑿𝟎 

BeamCal aimed: 
- Detect sHEe  
-   Determine Beam Parameters  
- Masking backscattered low 

energetic particles 

Beam parameters from the ILC 
Technical Design Report 
(November 2012) 
-  Nominal parameter set 
-  Center-of-mass energy 1 TeV  

 

                   
 
 

BeamCal & LumiCal!

For both detectors testbeams have positively checked full 
functionality of sensors, fanout, FE and DAQ.!
•  MC simulations to compare with test results. Agreement with 

MC is found to be reasonable. Shower profile in LumiCal: !
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Forward Region

Precise luminosity measurement,

Hermeticity (electron detection at low polar angles),

Assisting beam tuning (fast feedback of BeamCal data to machine)

Challenges: radiation hardness (BeamCal), high precision (LumiCal) 

and fast readout (both)

IP
Outgoing beam

Incoming beam

LumiCal & BeamCal 

- Cylindrical

- Sandwich (30 or 40 Layers)

- Si or GaAs 

- Tungsten Absorbers

- Fine Granularity

Forward region:!

Shower development  
13 

• Several data runs were taken with tungsten 
absorber of different thickness in front of the 
sensor . 

• Only statistical parameters can be analyzed. 
• A MC simulations with GEANT4  was used 

by the IFJ PAN (Cracow, Poland) group in 
order to compare with the test results. 

• Shower maximum observed after six 
radiation length and the agreement with MC 
is found to be reasonable. 

BeamCal:!

O. Novgoroda, !
I. Levy"



FCAL ongoing R&D!
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Energy Deposition due to Beamstrahlung 

US 

RMS 

PS  

 Beamstrahlung (BS) 
pairs generated with 
Guinea Pig 
 
 

 Energy deposition in 
sensors from BS 
simulated with 
Geant4 

       → considered as  
             Background (BG) 
 
 
 RMS of the averaged 

BG 
      → considered as  
            noise (for SNR) 
 
 
𝑬𝒅𝒆𝒑  is the same, but  
𝑬𝒅𝒆𝒑/pad is different! 
 
 

 

Average 
10 BX 

Figures show sum of all layers 
 

Average 
10 BX 

Simulation:!
•  Proportional segmentation for BeamCal 

improves the signal-to-noise ratio & reco eff.!
à  Localized high energy e- can be identified 

easier out of broad/overall backgr distr.!

ß  Development of new ASICs for 
LumiCal in 130 nm in progress!

–  First prototypes already in lab.!

13

Preliminary measurements 
First prototypes in IBM 130nm under tests
10-bit ADC, PLL, SLVS

Prototype ASIC contains: 

• 10-bit SAR ADC

• PLL

– Systematic tests are just 
starting. PLL output clock 

signal was observed with 
scope.

• SLVS interface

– No dedicated tests of SLVS 
interface were done, but 

looking at ADC and PLL 
differential outputs it was 

verified that SLVS driver 
operates at least up to 700 

MHz.

8 ADC channels Digital part – 

multiplexing & 

serialization

PLL
SLVS

Output pads

AIDA common infrastructure for 
future beamtests with 5 planes 

interleaved with tungsten!
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Future Prototype:

AIDA infrastructure for the future 

prototype

Metal structure for the full 

calorimeter prototype is ready

Next test beam with 5 planes 

inter-spread with tungsten plates

5 tungsten plates were 

assembled into the permaglass 

frames

5 sensor planes will be 

assembled this year for two 

sensor types (Si and GaAs)

Test beam is expected 2013-2014

L. Bortko, J. Moron # "



ECAL & HCAL à designed with PFA in mind!
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energy is carried by charged particles (mainly hadrons),43

whilst 27 % is carried by photons, 10 % by long-lived44

neutral hadrons and 1.5 % by neutrinos. In a tradi-45

tional approach to calorimetry, the jet energy would46

be obtained from the energies deposited in the electro-47

magnetic and hadronic calorimeters (ECAL and HCAL48

respectively). This means that 72 % of the energy49

of a typical jet would be measured with a precision50

limited by the relatively poor HCAL resolution of51

& 55%/
p

E/GeV.52

The particle flow approach to calorimetry aims to im-53

prove jet energy measurements by reconstructing the54

four-vectors of all visible particles in an event. The re-55

constructed jet energy is then the sum of the energies56

of the individual particles in the jet. At LEP, ALEPH57

used particle flow techniques [8] to improve the energy58

resolution for hadronic events. However, due to the rel-59

atively low granularity of the calorimeters, energy de-60

positions from neutral hadrons still had to be identified61

as significant excesses of calorimetric energy compared62

to the associated charged particle tracks. Particle flow63

techniques are also being used by CMS [9] at the LHC.64

The linear collider detector concepts extend the par-65

ticle flow approach by using fine-granularity calorime-66

ters and sophisticated software algorithms to accurately67

trace the individual paths of particles through the de-68

tector. The energy and momentum for each particle69

can then be determined from the detector subsystem in70

which the measurements are the most accurate. Charged71

particle momenta are measured in the inner detector72

tracker, whilst photon energy measurements are ex-73

tracted from the energy deposited in the ECAL, with74

typical resolution < 20%/
p

E/GeV. The HCAL is75

used to measure only the 10 % of jet energy carried76

by long-lived neutral hadrons. Particle flow calorimetry77

can therefore offer a significant improvement to jet en-78

ergy measurements, compared to traditional calorime-79

try. For jet energies above about 100 GeV, the jet energy80

resolution is limited by the mistakes in the assignment81

of the energies to the different reconstructed particles,82

termed confusion, rather than the intrinsic resolution of83

the calorimeters.84

3. Particle Flow Implementation85

Figure 1 shows the typical topology of a simulated86

250 GeV jet in the CLIC ILD detector concept, with la-87

bels identifying a number of the constituent particles.88

The Figure shows inner detector tracks, representing89

the paths of charged particles in the Time Projection90

Chamber (TPC). These tracks can be extrapolated by91

eye and associated with clusters of calorimeter energy92






















Figure 1: A typical simulated 250 GeV jet in
CLIC ILD, with labels identifying constituent particles.

deposits in the fine granularity ECAL and HCAL. Pho-93

tons produce energy deposits with characteristic longi-94

tudinal and transverse profiles in the ECAL and can be95

cleanly resolved by eye, due to their small transverse96

spread. HCAL clusters that cannot be associated with97

TPC tracks represent neutral hadrons. The challenge is98

to develop software algorithms to automate the recon-99

struction of the individual particles from the tracks and100

energy deposits in the calorimeters.101

Particle flow calorimetry demands high performance102

software. The final jet energy resolution is strongly103

dependent on both the detector granularity and the104

quality of the particle flow reconstruction algorithms.105

These algorithms must be able to exploit the granu-106

larity to merge together energy deposits from individ-107

ual particles, with minimal confusion. A logical ap-108

proach is to implement a series of decoupled pattern-109

recognition algorithms, each designed to carefully re-110

construct a specific particle topology. The implemen-111

tation of a large number of efficient pattern-recognition112

algorithms drives the need for a central software frame-113

work, which can take care of memory-management114

and book-keeping issues. Such a framework helps to115

keep each algorithm simple and focused on its specific116

pattern-recognition task.117

The PandoraPFA C++ Software Development Kit118

(SDK) [10] for particle flow calorimetry is a robust and119

efficient framework for developing and running algo-120

rithms for particle flow reconstruction. It consists of121

a single framework library and a number of carefully122
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250 GeV jet!

•  Need calorimeters with very 
high granularity!

MC

CLIC CDR Review Felix Sefkow     Manchester, October 19, 2011

Technology: ECAL

• Key issues: 
• micro-electronics 

integration
• ultra-low power
• ILD: chip-on 

board

• SiD approach:

20

6 CALORIMETRY

Tungsten

Tungsten

Silicon Detector

KPiX

Gap ≤ 1 mm

Metallization on detector 
from KPiX to cable Bump Bonds

Thermal conductive adhesive

Kapton 
data cable

Kapton

Fig. 6.5: Sandwich layout of the SiD ECAL.
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Fig. 6.6: Energy distribution of particles in ECAL for different jet energies.

6.2.1 ECAL Readout Technologies
The two detector concepts, for both ILC and CLIC, utilise tungsten for the ECAL absorber. CLIC_SiD
has one and CLIC_ILD has two options for the sensors. One is common for ILD and SiD: the silicon pad
sensor, with 5⇥5 mm2 segmentation for ILD, or hexagonal pads for SiD with an area of 13 mm2. The
second choice of sensitive material for ILD is scintillator strips coupled to photon sensors for detecting
the scintillation light. In addition, though in an early stage of development, a silicon pixel sensor based
technology, INMAPS [12], is also being considered for ECAL. The readout concept for all options is
to embed the electronics in the sensitive layers, as shown in Figure 6.5 for SiD. The ECAL integration
design of ILD is presented in [13].

The signals are processed close to the sensors in custom designed ASICs. There are two activities
for developing such ASICs in the ILC context, namely SPIROC [14] and SKIROC [15] in Europe, and
KPiX in the USA [3]. In order to assess the dynamic range needed in the ECAL at CLIC, particle energy
distributions for different jet energies are compared in Figure 6.6. It is shown that the maximum energies
of the particles is indeed higher, which must be reflected in the dynamic range of the readout electronics.
Moreover, multi-hit and timing capabilities are necessary at CLIC due to the background conditions. A
possible electronics concept is discussed in Section 10.2.

120

LCWS 2011

28

● 64 Channels

● Vss split :
– Inputs
– Analogue part
– Mixed part
– Digital part

● 250 pads
– 3 NC
– 17 for test purpose only

● Enhanced Power control
– Full power pulsing capability
– Each stage can be forced ON/OFF

● Die size 
– 7229 µm x 8650 µm

The Ecal ASIC - SKIROC

LCWS 2011
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The next step FEV8 with COB – Chip on board

- Circuits wire bonded inside cavities

- Ultra thin 
  9 layer board with max. 1.2mm thickness

- Ultra 8at 
  Deviation from total 8atness max. 0.5mm
  Compare with industrial standard ~3mm 

- Circuits need to be encapsulated with
  resine 
  Non trivial to realise 
  Long term e=ects of chips and wire bonds?

Mastering of these technological
challenges is essential to meet
LC detector design goals
-> A number of open points!!!

              Example – SiD SiECAL approach:!

MC

CLIC CDR Review Felix Sefkow     Manchester, October 19, 2011

Technolgical prototypes: HCAL

• compact, embedded design

21

6.3 HADRONIC CALORIMETER

Fig. 6.9: Schematic view of a CALICE AHCAL technological prototype module [19].

Fig. 6.10: Detailed schematics of the components in the AHCAL technological prototype.

in conjunction with the ECAL prototypes. This calorimeter is non-compensating and the resolution is
affected by fluctuations in the electromagnetic fraction of hadronic showers. Due to the high granularity
of the calorimeter, it is possible to apply individual weighting of the shower components, in order to com-
pensate for differences between the hadronic and electromagnetic response as well as for the "invisible"
energy depositions. This approach, known as "software compensation", yields a significant improvement
in the fitted combined resolution as shown in Figure 6.11 [22].

The measurement of the energy of a neutral particle in the calorimeter can be degraded by the
presence of nearby charged particle(s). This issue, often referred to as "confusion", was investigated
using test beam data [23]. Figure 6.12 shows the results of a study in which two test beam pion-induced
events were superimposed, with one event having its incoming track removed to simulate a neutral par-
ticle. The figure shows the probability of PANDORAPFA correctly resolving the situation, within three
standard deviations of the true energy, as a function of the distance between the two shower axes. The
data are compared with GEANT4 using two different physics lists and are found to be well described by
the QGSP_BERT list. This corroborates the confidence in the GEANT4 based predictions of the overall
detector performance for jet final states, here in the case of an HCAL with steel absorbers.

123
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HBU2 plus SPIROC2b in action and working fine!

Benjamin currently investigates channel-wise 

auto-trigger behaviour

Global threshold shifted by individual 

thresholds...

Oskar will start with calibration system tests

Mainz starts LDA/CCC re-invention

450 tiles arrive in the next days and will be 

tested at DESY (?)

Cut requirements easily met

Next step of DAQ development ongoing to

use more than 2 chips simultaneously

use more than 1 HBU2

HCAL lab ready to be used in 1-2 weeks

Duplicate setups for Benjamin and Oskar

Summary and outlook6.3 HADRONIC CALORIMETER

Fig. 6.9: Schematic view of a CALICE AHCAL technological prototype module [19].

Fig. 6.10: Detailed schematics of the components in the AHCAL technological prototype.

in conjunction with the ECAL prototypes. This calorimeter is non-compensating and the resolution is
affected by fluctuations in the electromagnetic fraction of hadronic showers. Due to the high granularity
of the calorimeter, it is possible to apply individual weighting of the shower components, in order to com-
pensate for differences between the hadronic and electromagnetic response as well as for the "invisible"
energy depositions. This approach, known as "software compensation", yields a significant improvement
in the fitted combined resolution as shown in Figure 6.11 [22].

The measurement of the energy of a neutral particle in the calorimeter can be degraded by the
presence of nearby charged particle(s). This issue, often referred to as "confusion", was investigated
using test beam data [23]. Figure 6.12 shows the results of a study in which two test beam pion-induced
events were superimposed, with one event having its incoming track removed to simulate a neutral par-
ticle. The figure shows the probability of PANDORAPFA correctly resolving the situation, within three
standard deviations of the true energy, as a function of the distance between the two shower axes. The
data are compared with GEANT4 using two different physics lists and are found to be well described by
the QGSP_BERT list. This corroborates the confidence in the GEANT4 based predictions of the overall
detector performance for jet final states, here in the case of an HCAL with steel absorbers.
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Example of HCAL module:!



Silicon & Scintillator ECAL!
•  Silicon ECAL testbeam at SLAC   

–  Prototype with ~ 15 cm 
diameter wafers!

–  Initial run in July !
–  Probably all 30 layers in 

‘13/’14!
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On to the test beam… 

SiD    ECFA DESY    May 2013 20 

Marco Oriunno 

•  Scheduled for revived SLAC ESA beamline starting July 2013 
•   <15 of the full 30 layers;  All layers for later running in 2013-14 

SiD    ECFA DESY    May 2013 12 

Interconnects - II 

•  The flexcable provides power 
and control in and the 
(multiplexed) digital data out 

•  It is solder bonded to the sensor 
at UC Davis with a lower-
temperature solder 

•  Height above sensor is 1 mm. 
•  Current status: 12 sensors fully 

outfitted. 9 are being evaluated in 
a Si-W stack at SLAC with 
cosmic rays. 
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Interconnects - I 

•  The Hamamatsu sensors have Al 
bonding pads " Al oxide 

•  The KPiX chips (v-A) come from TSMC 
with eutectic Sn-Pb solder bumps 

•  The sensors must be processed to 
remove oxide and build Ti+W+Ni+Au 
stack to allow bonding 

•  After some false steps, enlisted IZM to 
prepare the sensors (Ar ion etch + 
sputtering) and complete the bump 
bonding.  

•  This has been (mostly) successful and 
has allowed us to move forward 

•  Prototype module has 30 layers. So 
far, 15 sensors processed by IZM. 

 

 

Design of ScWECAL Physics Prototype 

4 

• Absorber layer : 3.5mm tungsten 
• Active layer :  
    10x45x3mm3 scintillator + WLSF + MPPC 
• Cross section : 18x18 cm2 

• Depth : 30 layers (~27 cm) 
• 2160 channel 
We achieve an effective granularity of almost 
10x10 mm2 by orthogonally oriented 
scintillator layers.  

+ 

4

actual ScEcal technological prototype 

with Power supply for biasing & LED calibration board

4 SPIROCs on a EBU control 144 = 4 x 36 channels.

-back side of EBU
-  a scintillator covered 
    by reflector film

-  MPPC ladder

EBU

EBU

Power
supply

LED
driver

Detector
interface

4 SPIROC chips

scintillators 4 x 36

detector interface board (DIF)

Tomohisa Ogawa & T.T ECFA LC2013

4

actual ScEcal technological prototype 

with Power supply for biasing & LED calibration board

4 SPIROCs on a EBU control 144 = 4 x 36 channels.

-back side of EBU
-  a scintillator covered 
    by reflector film

-  MPPC ladder

EBU

EBU

Power
supply

LED
driver

Detector
interface

4 SPIROC chips

scintillators 4 x 36

detector interface board (DIF)

Tomohisa Ogawa & T.T ECFA LC2013

+ = 

•  Scintillator Ecal 
–  From physics prototype to 

technological prototype.!

•  Outlook:!
–  Beamtests of multilayered 

ScECAL in July!
–  Possibly interleaved with 

SiECAL  layers �
(=hybrid option) !

Total thickness per layer ~1 mm!

Sensor thickness ~2 mm!

J. Brau"

T. Takeshita, Y. Sudo"



ECAL simulation studies!

•  Studied effect of dead Si-ECAL 
channels�
Ø ECAL resolution is sensitive to 
dead channels but JER is basically 
limited by HCAL resolution.�
Ø Effective granularity is �
sufficient for PFA. !

ECFA LC2013 - 31 May! Erik van der Kraaij (UiB)! 6!

JER dependence  
on dead pixels / chips fraction 

 Small effect under 15 % pixels 
 ECAL resolution is sensitive to dead channels but JER is 

basically limited by HCAL resolution. 
 Effective granularity is sufficient for PFA. 

 As dead chip fraction increase, JER increase linearly.  

14 

 Dead pixels  Dead chips By S. Chen 

J. S. Marshall Cost-effective ECAL studies

SiW vs. ScW, 5x5mm2 Cells

9

• With tuned ECALToHAD and inclusion of Birks’ Law, 
obtain similar performance for SiW and ScW ECALs.

• Resolutions identical if cheat the pattern recognition.

Standard reconstruction Include likelihood-based
photon id algorithm

Use MC to cheat 
pattern recognition

250 GeV SiW 0.5mm ScW 2.0mm ScW + Birks’

Standard 3.08% 3.28% 3.21%

Photon alg. 2.94% 3.13% 3.02%

Perfect PFA 1.64% 1.64% 1.66%

5x5mm2 cells 5x5mm2 cells

5x5mm2 cells

ß  Adjusted PandoraPFA to cope with 
Scintillator ECAL!

•  Studying performances for pure �
Si-, Sc-, or hybrid ECALs.!

•  First results indicate similar 
performances.!

C. Kozakai"

J. Marshall"



Analog HCAL - results from physics prototypes!

T3B - time development of showers:!
•  In an H-rich scintillator T3B 

experiment, the late arrival of 
neutron components is visible, 
compared to an H-poor RPC.!
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Frank&Simon&(fsimon@mpp.mpg.de)
Time%Structure%of%Hadronic%Showers
ECFA&LC2013,&May&2013

Radial Profile with Gaseous and Scintillator Readout

• Reduced late component with RPC readout: Prompt shower core dominates 
mean hit timing out to larger radii, overall reduced mean

15
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CALICE preliminary

 @ 60 GeV!T3B 
 @ 80 GeV!FastRPC 
 @ 180 GeV!FastRPC 

AHCAL:!
•  Geant4 main production physics 

list is now FTFP-BERT!
–  Significant improvement in 

going from Geant4 v9.4 to v9.6!
•  For some observables better 

agreement with CHIPS or QGSP-
BERT!

Mean shower radius

Mean shower radius: Geant4 9.4 vs Geant4 9.6

FTFP BERT
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CALICE Preliminary

proton

Di↵erence from data reduced to 5%!
Good agreement with data above 20 GeV
in Geant4 9.6

QGSP BERT

No changes in QGSP BERT

Marina Chadeeva (ITEP) ECFA LC 2013, DESY, Hamburg, Germany May 27-31, 2013 17 / 20

Example:�
Mean shower radius for protons!

F. Simon"

M. Chadeeva"



AHCAL  - from physics to technological prototype!
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Upcoming multi-layer beam test

Multi-layer beam test:

• commissioning at DESY

• electron beam

• new Front End electronics

• new DAQ

• new tile prototypes

22

Technological prototype with highly 
integrated ASIC for SiPM readout.!

•  Testbeam just started: !
–  MIP calibration in air stack 

with 3GeV e+ !
–  Energy scans in Fe stack!

•  First DAQ stage is implemented !
–  Data readout completely 

functional, 7x faster.!
–  Next step: implementation of 

final DAQ architecture.�
!

Scintillator tiles readout by SiPM �
sandwiched inside each layer:!

O. Hartbrich & S. Lu "



Digital and Semi digital HCAL!
•  Smaller pads (1x1 cm2), with no analog energy measurement per hit!

–  DHCAL:    1 threshold!
–  SDHCAL:  3 thresholds!

!
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Linearity of Pion Response: Fit to N=aEm!

Uncalibrated(response(
&

&&&4%&satura=on&
&

Full(calibra;on((
&

&&&Perfectly&linear&up&to&60&GeV&(in&contradic=on&to&MC&predic=ons)&
&

Density@(weighted(calibra;on/Hybrid(calibra;on(
&

&&&1&–&2%&satura=on&&&(in&agreement&with&predic=ons)&

SDHCAL tesbeam report:!
•  Impressive results from 4 MicroMegas 

planes distributed along RPC-SDHCAL.!

DHCAL testbeam report:!
•  Calibration more difficult than 

anticipated, but now under control.!

Pions TB: shower profile 
Then the four chambers are integrated into a 50 layers calorimeter. 

30/05/2013 I. Koletsou (LAPP), LC2013 11 

Althouhg the position of the chambers is 
fixed, their position is always different wrt 
the start of the hadronic shower.  
 
The number of hits as a function of the 
distance between each chamber and the 
start of the shower gives the longitudinal 
profile of the shower. 

Integrating these profiles we have the expected number of hits for every energy. 

B. Bilki / I. Koletsou "



Conclusion!

•  Different concepts validated with physics prototypes!

•  Imaging calorimetry is feasible!

•  Next phase started: technological prototypes to work 
on technical and engineering details !

ECFA LC2013 - 31 May! Erik van der Kraaij (UiB)! 10!



Backup!
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Muon detector!
Muon identification !
•  ~97% muon identification efficiency �

~99% pions rejection at energy >4 GeV !
•  Muons identification with energies < 4GeV:�

Needs dedicated analysis !
!
•  Multiple instrumented outer (thick) layers is 

useful for pion rejection. !
•  Increasing iron plate thickness from 10 to 

20cm probably fine at low energies (low 
statistics so far), but significant degradation at 
high energies !

Tail Catcher: !
•  Improves energy resolution, in particular at 

high energies!
!

ECFA LC2013 - 31 May! Erik van der Kraaij (UiB)! 12!
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Muon System as Tail Catcher Performance  

Estimation of the Resolution without and with Tail Catcher 
Comparison of Energy Resolution of a Calorimeter System with simulated coil in 
front of Tail Catcher as a function of the Calorimeter Length (CALICE Study)  

20 

Fast simulation!
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Pandora PFA: Muon Reconstruction Algorithm 

2. For each inner detector track above 7GeV, a helix fit to the track is extrapolated to the 
position of each yoke cluster. This extrapolation accounts for changes in the B-field upon 
crossing the coil. 

 The helix extrapolation is used to calculate the distance of closest approach to the yoke 
cluster and also the angle between the helix direction and a linear fit to the cluster. 

 Track candidates with opening angles greater than 0.2rad, or distances greater than 
200mm are excluded. The closest track is selected and used to calculate the muon 
properties. 

Extrapolate inner detector 
tracks to yoke 

13 Pandora PFA: J. Marshall 



LumiCal beamtests!
•  In 2011 tests the complete detector module equipped 

with first level DAQ was tested. !
–  Including the complete readout chain: �

Si-sensor, kapton fan-out, FE electronic.!

•  MC simulations to compare with test results. !
–  Shower maximum observed after six radiation 

length and agreement with MC is found to be 
reasonable. !

ECFA LC2013 - 31 May! Erik van der Kraaij (UiB)! 13!

2011 tests (1)  
10 

• In the 2011 tests the complete detector module equipped with first level DAQ was tested. 
• Include the operation of the complete readout chain:  Si-sensor, kapton fan-out, front-end 

electronic and  multichannel 10-bit pipeline ADC ASIC controlled by  FPGA based data 
concentrator. 

• The complete module has 4 multi channels chips with 8 channels each.  
• Data was collected in two modes : synchronous (ILC mode) and asynchronous (test beam 

mode) with beam.  

Shower development  
13 

• Several data runs were taken with tungsten 
absorber of different thickness in front of the 
sensor . 

• Only statistical parameters can be analyzed. 
• A MC simulations with GEANT4  was used 

by the IFJ PAN (Cracow, Poland) group in 
order to compare with the test results. 

• Shower maximum observed after six 
radiation length and the agreement with MC 
is found to be reasonable. 



BeamCal & LumiCal!

BeamCal: detect single high energy e-!
•  Functionality of the chain: FE ASIC + 

ADC ASIC + fan-out + two sensor 
planes, checked on test beam (‘10-’11)!

ECFA LC2013 - 31 May! Erik van der Kraaij (UiB)! 14!
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Prototype Structure
 

>GaAs sensor planes – 22 all together, Fanout PCB for 32 channels

 GaAs – semi-insulating 
material

> Ionization chamber 
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Beam Calorimeter for ILC 

• Tungsten absorber 
• Diamond sensor 
• Readout plane/air gap  

1 𝑿𝟎 

BeamCal aimed: 
- Detect sHEe  
-   Determine Beam Parameters  
- Masking backscattered low 

energetic particles 

Beam parameters from the ILC 
Technical Design Report 
(November 2012) 
-  Nominal parameter set 
-  Center-of-mass energy 1 TeV  
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Forward Region

Precise luminosity measurement,

Hermeticity (electron detection at low polar angles),

Assisting beam tuning (fast feedback of BeamCal data to machine)

Challenges: radiation hardness (BeamCal), high precision (LumiCal) 

and fast readout (both)

IP
Outgoing beam

Incoming beam

LumiCal & BeamCal 

- Cylindrical

- Sandwich (30 or 40 Layers)

- Si or GaAs 

- Tungsten Absorbers

- Fine Granularity

Forward region:!



BeamCal – detector optimization!

Performance of Beamcal for two different sensor 
segmentations was compared !
•  Number of readout channels is kept similar!
•  Signal from sHEe nearly independent of the 

segmentation!
•  Energy deposition per pad from 

beamstrahlung differs significantly!
•  Proportional segmentation improves the 

signal-to-noise ratio!
•  Proportional segmentation gives better 

reconstruction efficiency !
The charge range has been estimated!
•  Collected charge per pad from sHEe nearly 

independent of the segmentation !
•  Collected charge per pad from BS for US in 6 

times more than for PS !

è Localized high energy e can be identified 
easier out of broad/overall backgr distr.!
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Energy Deposition due to Beamstrahlung 

US 

RMS 

PS  

 Beamstrahlung (BS) 
pairs generated with 
Guinea Pig 
 
 

 Energy deposition in 
sensors from BS 
simulated with 
Geant4 

       → considered as  
             Background (BG) 
 
 
 RMS of the averaged 

BG 
      → considered as  
            noise (for SNR) 
 
 
𝑬𝒅𝒆𝒑  is the same, but  
𝑬𝒅𝒆𝒑/pad is different! 
 
 

 

Average 
10 BX 

Figures show sum of all layers 
 

Average 
10 BX 



BeamCal - beamtests!
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Future Prototype:

AIDA infrastructure for the future 

prototype

Metal structure for the full 

calorimeter prototype is ready

Next test beam with 5 planes 

inter-spread with tungsten plates

5 tungsten plates were 

assembled into the permaglass 

frames

5 sensor planes will be 

assembled this year for two 

sensor types (Si and GaAs)

Test beam is expected 2013-2014
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•  Two GaAs sensor planes were tested at the electron beam in 
2010- 2011. !

•  –  Functionality of the chain: FE ASIC + ADC ASIC + fan-out + 
sensors, positively verified on test beam !

•  Tracks are reconstructed from 3 telescope planes to DUT!
–  Signal sum MPV of 2 pads shows decrease of only ~15% 

in 200um gap between pads.!

Future:!
AIDA infrastructure + 5 FE Boards + 5 Sensors → Shower profile 
measurements → Comparison with GEANT4 !
!
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Pads Gap Investigation (TB2011)

> Signal sum (MPV) in stripes 
between 2 pads is presented.

> Signal sum (MPV) of two pads 
shows decrease on ~15% in 
200um gap between pads  

PAD 0 – PAD 1

BeamCal

> Tracks are reconstructed 
from 3 telescope planes with 
linear fit

> 2010-2011 studies

2011 
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Prototype Structure
 

>GaAs sensor planes – 22 all together, Fanout PCB for 32 channels

 GaAs – semi-insulating 
material

> Ionization chamber 



LumiCal – electronics development!
•  Presently FCAL uses in test-beams the readout 

modules based on developed at AGH-UST ASICs in 
CMOS AMS 0.35um !

•  Development of new ASICs for LumiCal readout in 
IBM 130 nm in progress: !

–   First prototype of front-end electronics submitted and 
should be available in ~June 2013 !

–  First prototypes of 10-bit SAR ADC, PLL, SLVS 
already produced and presently under test: !

•  Includes powerpulsing and Successive 
Approximation Register SAR!

–  10-bit SAR ADC: first results show its 
functionality, the effective resolution slightly less 
than simulated - quantitative measurements in 
progress... !

•  – Depending on test progress and results we plan next 
submission at the turn of 2013/2014 !
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Preliminary measurements 
First prototypes in IBM 130nm under tests
10-bit ADC, PLL, SLVS

Prototype ASIC contains: 

• 10-bit SAR ADC

• PLL

– Systematic tests are just 
starting. PLL output clock 

signal was observed with 
scope.

• SLVS interface

– No dedicated tests of SLVS 
interface were done, but 

looking at ADC and PLL 
differential outputs it was 

verified that SLVS driver 
operates at least up to 700 

MHz.

8 ADC channels Digital part – 

multiplexing & 

serialization

PLL
SLVS

Output pads

Prototype ASIC à 



Luminosity calculation!

•  By parameterizing the Lorentz 
boost as a function of ISR, the 
measurements from LumiCal 
can be corrected. !!

–  Lost events are those where 
the boost is so large, that 
Bhabha events fall outside 
LumiCal detector.!
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10

Results of the 
angular-loss correction

● Guinea-Pig + BHLUMI
● CM energies of Bhabha events 

(after emission of ISR, LumiCal energy response included)
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The AHCAL Engineering Prototype

32 segments (16 in φ, 2 in z)

40 layers per half-octant

3 slabs of 6 PCBs per layer

Millions of channels!

Challenge: full electronics integration into layers

Readout, power, calibration etc.

Tight space between absorbers

No active cooling inside layers

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

AHCAL engineering prototype!

•  From single PCB to full prototype !

First DAQ stage is implemented !
•  PC software still Labview based 50% rewritten !
•  Now fully multi threaded → True parallel readout !
•  Data readout completely functional !
•  Very stable operation (72h+ runs) !
•  Faster than ever (~factor 7) !
•  Next step: establish parallel data path through LDA for testing !

•  Analysis software framework has been updated for the new prototype, including for 
example the timing information.!
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Digital HCAL with glass RPCs!

•  Smaller pads, no energy measurement per hit!
•  Calibration more difficult than anticipated, but 

now under control.!
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Linearity of Pion Response: Fit to N=aEm!

Uncalibrated(response(
&

&&&4%&satura=on&
&

Full(calibra;on((
&

&&&Perfectly&linear&up&to&60&GeV&(in&contradic=on&to&MC&predic=ons)&
&

Density@(weighted(calibra;on/Hybrid(calibra;on(
&

&&&1&–&2%&satura=on&&&(in&agreement&with&predic=ons)&

HEP Lunch Seminar

Gluing fixture for Pad-and FE-boards
Goal:1536 glue dots in less than 3 hours

Fixture

Designed, built and commissioned

Production 

~25 minutes needed/board
can glue > 10 boards/day

at the end: 300+ FE board fabricated/tested/glued

210 GeV event display!


